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R. Rado [2] recently published an improved proof of his well-cowl 
selection lemma. The following proof seems to us to be even simpler. 
Throughout this note, the letter I will denote a fixed set of infinite 
cardinality, the letters W, V, with or without subscripts or superscripts 
will denote finite subsets of I, and all functions considered have their 
domains included in I. Iff is a function, we write 9(f) for its domain and, 
if U Z 1, we write f j’ U for the restriction off to U n B(j). We find it 
convenient to view functions as special sets of ordered pairs (with (x, y) ~,f 
if and only iff(x) = y) and specifically allow ia ) the empty function (the 
empty set of ordered pairs). 
Recall that a set X is said to be offinite character if a set x is in X if an 
only if every finite subset of x is in X. Tukey’s lemma, an equivalent form 
of the Axiom of Choice, states that every non-empty set of finite char 
has a maximal element under inclusion (see, far example, Kelly [I, p. 
If 9 is a set of functions, then 9 is of finite character if and only ifff 9 
if and only if f r WE 9 for all W. 
LEMMA (R. Rado). Let (A, ; v E I> be a collection of$nite sets. Suppose 
for every W there exists a function fw ,9( fw> = W, such that fw(v) E A, , 
v E W. Then there is a function f, .9(f) = I, such that for every W, there 
exists W’ 2 W with f (v) = fwf(v>, for all v E W. 
Proof. Let 9 be the set of all functions g such that for any W there 
exists W’I Wwithg P WC fwt . We must show there is a function in F 
with domain I. 
F is not empty; in fact @ E 9. 
Next we show S is of finite character. Suppose f E c we show 
Si’ V E Fx. Given W, there exists w’ 3 W such that f p W C fwe ; heme 
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(fr v>r WCfw. Conversely, suppose f P V E g, for all V. Given W, 
fP WEFaandth ere f ore there exists W’ 2 Wsuch that (f/’ W) r W Cfw9 , 
that is,fP W -Cfw, . 
Tukey’s lemma gives a maximal element f in 9. We claim 9u) = I. 
Suppose not, if v E I - 9(j), let fi = f u {(v, ai)} for each ai E A,, 
1 < i < n. Since f is maximal& $16 F, and so there exist W, , 1 < i < n, 
such that fi i’ Wi Cf~r is false for every W’ 2 Wi . We show this is 
impossible. Surely, v E Wi , since otherwise fi [‘ Wa = f r Wi , and then 
f$ F! Let W = UL, W, . Since f EF, there exists W’ 2 W with 
f P W _Cf+ and hence f p Wi _Cf+ , 1 < i < n. Surely, v E W’ and so 
f&v) = uj , for some j, 1 < j < yt. Therefore, 
.h r wj = f r wj u Kv, f+>) _cfwt ! 
Contradiction. Hence 9(f) = I, as required. 
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